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Introduction 

When thinking about self expression through cultural identity, the most common 

forms to resonate with people are art and traditions such as ceremonies. Art forms may 

include paintings, pottery, weaving, dance, poetry, storytelling, and spoken word. Many 

ceremonies encapsulate several of these art forms within them, in a more organized, 

and community driven fashion. Nonetheless, these avenues of self expression are 

deeply tied to the echoes of the people who came before us. In 2017, there is a 

widespread access to knowledge via the internet and science. But before all of these 

tools came about, there were many uncertainties about the world and the universe itself. 

Humans’ innate ability to seek answers can be clearly shown through tradition, religion, 

and art, but the oldest, most telling-of-the-age cultural context there is, is that of stories, 

myths, folklore, and tales. Stories passed down from generation to generation point 

powerfully to the way humans lived before us miserable hipsters of 2017.  

In mythology, lessons about aspects of life are called mythemes. These are 

universal truths, superstitions, or beliefs embedded in the story that continue teaching 

future generations about life. Through both the content and craft of these stories, 

anthropologists are capable of determining the values praised by a group of people, as 

well as the taboos indicated. Because of the rise of technology and scientific 

investigation, however, these beliefs generated by stories seemingly lose their 

importance to the modern world. It is not uncommon for people to rely on other areas of 
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knowledge in order to form their own truths. Equally common is the tendency for 

humans to see contrasting features across cultures and their traditions without truly 

recognizing the similarities that they share with others. A lot of where these differences 

lie is in politics, in which people are lead to assume about the culture and people of a 

country before experiencing it. This is how countries become more divided, and the 

politics within them become more and more polarized. For these reasons, it is 

imperative to continue to learn the stories and oral traditions of cultures we are not a 

part of.  

Common mythemes include a woman breaking a taboo; a divine person stopping 

a hunter; a god transforming an animal into a constellation and these can be seen 

across several cultures, and across hundreds of years. (d’Huy 1) This is perplexing to 

the modern person for the reason stated earlier- people tend to see the differences 

between cultures, impacting their world views on matters. These similarities between 

cultures do not stop at mythemes, though. At the very core of every modern culture 

seen today are several distinct types of stories. These include: the story of Creation, a 

god’s resurrection, dragons, a hero’s quest, and the apocalypse. Almost every religion 

and culture in the world have stories that describe events like these happening.  

Political myths are narratives about the origins, growth and future of certain 

aspects of society or events. They are explanations of why. Why the first car developed. 

Why the trail of tears happened how it did. Why the first nuclear bomb was created. 

Political mythology tells how the distant exposition of an event created it. Comparative 

mythology is the comparison of myths across different cultures in an attempt to identify 
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shared themes among them, called mythemes. Political mythology and comparative 

mythology go hand in hand creating a picture of humanity in the past, present, and 

future. When studying in depth how the roots of humankind impact social aspects of the 

world now, it is important to analyze stories that can be traced into every culture. 

Moreover, it is important to hold value to the medium in which they were communicated, 

where they were told, exposition, resolution, and character development.  

The universal story I chose to analyze is the Creation story. The Creation stories 

of Native North American tribes contain many similarities and differences. Compare 

these to European and Christian stories, and several more differences unfold, causing 

myself as a Native American and Caucasian to try to understand the implications of 

these similarities and differences in the world I am living in now. Therefore, the question 

I am attempting to answer is: “How do the Creation stories of the Navajo and Sioux 

compare and contrast to the Christian Creation story and how have they influenced their 

cultures today?” 

In order to completely address this question, I explored different types of creation 

stories, due to the fact that most Native American tribes have both tales of world 

creation and tales of the tribe’s creation, or their “place of emergence”. Similarly, the 

Christian story can be divided into the actual creation of the universe, and the other, is 

the creation of the first man and woman and the flood which is like another creation 

story in itself. In my analyzation of creation myths, I refer to both stories in each culture, 

in order to fully capture the creation of the world, life, and humans. 

Brief Overview of the Tribes/ Cultures 
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Sioux  

Prior to any contact with Europeans, the Sioux Native American tribe spanned 

across Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, and even some parts of 

Canada. However, after the settlement of Europeans, the broad dwellings of the Sioux 

were greatly reduced. Now, the tribe suffers greatly from mass poverty, drug, and 

alcohol abuse on its reservations. Christianity has infiltrated the reservations, so that 

churches now stand on top of monuments and nearby the resting places of famous 

chiefs and warriors. Nevertheless, the Sioux people continue to uphold their culture and 

religious practices, and many still believe in and include the Creation stories passed 

down generation to generation into their ceremonies and artwork. Each Sioux clan 

recognizes a different creation story. The Brule Sioux have both a story of the 

universe’s creation and the emergence of the Sioux.  

Navajo 

The Navajo Native American tribe resides in the South West United States in 

Arizona, New Mexico, and some parts of Colorado. The Navajo are a herding tribe that 

herd sheep in the Winter, from summer house to winter house. Just like the Sioux, the 

Navajo nation is now heavily influenced by Christianity. During the mid-1800’s the 

Navajo people were forced off of their land, but later returned. Chief Manuelito was a 

very strong leader for the tribe at the time and actually encouraged that the Native 

people learn the ways of the white man in terms of education, rather than fight them. He 

was famous for his belief that the Dine could not fight the injustices without properly 

educating themselves, and doing as the white men do, in order to overcome the 
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oppression the people face. The Navajo tribe has the largest spanning, most populated 

reservation of the United States. It is also my tribe. My clan is Naakaaii Dinee. 

Christian  

The origin of Christianity, according to many archaeologists,  was in Roman 

occupied Jerusalem in the first century C.E. There are many different branches of 

Christianity today. The three main branches are Roman Catholicism, Eastern 

Orthodoxy, and Protestantism. My European ancestors were from Romania, and made 

the journey to America in the early 1800’s. Europeans began immigrating to America in 

order to escape religious persecution. Among those efforts, Christianity began to 

influence Native Americans. Thus began the cultural clashing of Native Americans and 

Europeans. The Creation story of Christianity is written in the Holy Bible in Genesis 

chapters 1-8. 

Similarities and Differences Between the Creation Stories 

It is important to note that all of the Creation Stories and Emergence Stories 

analyzed  have several different interpretations and translations. All of the Native 

Stories were passed down through oral tradition, while the Holy Bible has several 

different translations as the world, and language changes. Languages also translate 

differently, changing the meaning of stories in many ways. The Native stories were 

translated into English from the mother languages (Navajo, and Sioux) so that I could 

read them. Some words will always be lost in translation. The Bible passages I read 

were taken from the King James Version. The Sioux stories were recorded and written 

down by the authors. Some of the story tellers included new aspects into the stories 
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based on sacred dreams that they had received and are deemed valid due to the 

importance of dreams in Native cultures, as they are a way in which ancestors speak to 

members of the tribes. 

Additionally, the form that the stories take differ. The Christian Creation Story and 

Emergence Story are together, as they are in a book and were written down early on. 

However, The Sioux and Navajo Creation and Emergence Stories are not together, as 

they were written down long after their existence because of their oral origins. The 

implications of these differing forms is that when I analyze the similarities between the 

Christian and Native Creation and Emergence Stories, I separate the entire Christian 

Story of Creation into an Emergence of Humans story and a World Creation story, and 

include the Great Flood as an additional Creation story. When analyzing the the stories, 

I compare and contrast both the craft and the content of them. The main similarities and 

differences exist in the plot elements. 

Brule Sioux & Christian World Creation 

These stories begin with light. Genesis 1:3 shows that God himself said, “Let 

there be light; and there was light,”(Moses 1). In the Sioux story, the light is the sun 

itself that brought about his seven shadows, that helped make the Earth. In both stories, 

it is also the Creator(s) that spoke or “breathed” the things of the universe into 

existence. Throughout Genesis chapter 1, God speaks several aspects of the Earth into 

existence. He spoke, and it was. In the Sioux story, the sun, “...had the sole power to 

communicate…”(Erdoes 129). So he called upon all of the orbits, planets and stars, and 

told them to go to the 16 hoops that were the Earth, and so they did. Another important 
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step of the creation of the Earth in both stories is the planting of the seeds onto the 

Earth. The Sioux story says that Unknowingly, a god-like power, plants the trees and 

covers the Earth with green. Genesis 1:11-12 says, “Let the earth bring forth grass, the 

herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, 

upon the earth: and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed 

after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his 

kind…”(Moses 1). Furthermore, in both stories of Creation, the Gods of Creation looked 

upon what they had made and approved of it. The Sioux story says, “The sun looked at 

the earth covered with green and said: ‘It is beautiful. I am satisfied,”’(Erdoes 131). 

Genesis notes a similar sentence from God several times that says, “...and God saw 

that is was good,”(Moses 1). 

The main differences at the beginning of Creation in these two stories is that the 

Sioux story talked about several Creators of Earth, while the Bible notes only one God 

as the Creator of heaven and the Earth. In the Sioux story, there is no mention of 

heaven, just a description of a space-like place with stars and planets. Additionally, the 

Earth is described as a skeleton-like figure, that consisted of these hoops that could be 

passed through. They were like the bones of the Earth. The Sioux story says that each 

of the Creators breathed the elements of the Earth onto the hoops to form it and all of its 

layers. Whereas, in the Bible, the beginning is just a void, and the only things in 

existence are the Spirit of God, darkness, and “the face of the deep,”(Moses 1). 

The creation of humans in both cultures’ stories also shares similarities and 

differences. The Brule Sioux and the Bible notes that after plants were put on Earth, 
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God made humans, and then animals. Most importantly, in both stories, the God notes 

the purpose of putting humans on Earth. In the Sioux story the sun says, “Everything 

looks nice, and birthing is about to take place, but somebody should be the caretaker of 

this Birth people land,”(Erdoes 131). Genesis 1:26 says, “And God said, Let us make 

man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the 

sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over 

every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth,”(Moses 1). In both stories it is clear 

to readers that God’s intentions of putting mankind on Earth is to harvest and yield the 

plants. When actually creating the humans, both stories share similar ways of creating 

humans from nature. In Genesis 2:7, God forms a man out of the dust of the ground and 

breathes life into it with his own breath (Moses 1). Similarly, the sun of the Sioux story, 

Unknowingly, and Whirlwind, another powerful figure, create the human out of the 

glowing gases of the sun, the vein of a cedar tree, and the molding of the wind. Both of 

the stories show that mankind is made up of things from the earth. However, the Sioux 

story of the creation of humans is not only different because it needed elements from 

several powers, but it is also different because the sun itself sheds a tear onto the Earth 

that forms a blood clot, that was molded by Whirlwind into a human. The element that 

was included from the sun was not his breath like God’s in the Bible, but his tear, a 

sundrop. 

The final important detail of the creation of humans in both stories is the creation 

of women alongside men. In both stories, the woman is made after the man, to be with 

the man. Genesis 2:18 says, “And the Lord God said, It is not good that the man should 
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be alone; I will make him an help meet for him,”(Moses 2). The Sioux story says, “The 

Great Spirit had created the woman to be with the man…”(Erdoes 134). But in the Sioux 

story, the woman is not made from the man (his rib in the Bible), the woman is actually 

created on an entirely different rock, the moon. The Sioux story describes the creation 

of woman in this way: “The sun called all the planets and supernaturals, and when they 

had assembled, the sun, in a bright flash, took out one of his eyes. He threw it on the 

wind of his vision into a certain place, and it became the moon. And on this new orb, the 

eye-planet, he created woman. ‘You are a planet virgin, a moon-maiden,’ he told her. ‘I 

have touched you and made you out of my shadow. I want you to walk the 

earth,”(Erdoes 134). The woman in the Sioux story is made from the sun itself rather 

than the man, like in the Bible. In both stories though, the first children of the first people 

are two little boys. In the bible their names are Cain and Abel. In the Sioux legend, their 

names are unknown, but they are twin brothers.  

In all, the story of Creation in the Bible took 7 days, and as 2 Peter 3:8 states, 

“But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a 

thousand years, and a thousand years as one day,”(Peter 1210) The Sioux story of 

Creation notes that the entire Creation of the world and the first humans took 7 million 

eons.  

The Sioux Emergence Story and The Flood 

There is a separate tale about the Emergence of the Sioux people, just as there 

is a separate tale about the Great Flood destroying the Earth. Both tales talk about this 

Great Flood occuring. The Sioux story does not have an explanation for why the Great 
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Flood occurred, except that the Great Spirit may have been angry with humans, and let 

the water monster flood the Earth because he wanted to make a better kind of human 

being. In the Bible, the flood happens because of a very similar reason. Genesis 6:5-7 

says, “And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every 

imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And it repented the 

Lord that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the Lord 

said, I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth; both man, and 

beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that I have 

made them,”(Moses 6).  

In both stories too, there are survivors. In the Bible story, it is Noah and his family 

who survive because of the ark they had built to follow God’s command. In the Sioux 

story, it is one beautiful girl that survives because a big spotted eagle, Wanblee 

Galeshka swept down and let her grab hold of his talons, and flew her to safety on top 

of a high, skyscraper-like mountain, that the water could not reach. Because of the 

family dynamics of the survivors in Genesis, it is implied that in order to fill the Earth 

again with Noah’s graceful ancestors, incest took place, a taboo in culture today. 

Likewise, in the Lakota Emergence story, the girl and the eagle bare children, another 

huge taboo today of beastiality. But the story states, “There was a closer connection 

then between people and animals…”(Erdoes 95). Again, the woman in this story bore 

twins, one boy and one girl, almost like in the Sioux story of creation. In the Bible, it is 

Noah’s three sons that repopulate the Earth, and it is there sons and daughters that 

divide into different nations among the Earth. 
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Navajo Story of Creation and Emergence & The Christian Story of Creation and 

The Flood 

The Navajo story of Creation and Emergence are much the same because the 

Navajo do not have records of a story of the creation of the universe or the Earth. The 

Dine bahane (Navajo Creation) begins with light and dark, much like the Bible story of 

creation does. It says, “...white arose in the east and was considered day...Blue arose in 

the south. It too was considered day… In the west yellow arose and showed that 

evening had come. Then in the north black arose. So the Air-Spirit People lay down and 

slept,”(Zolbrod 35). Very quickly, differences emerge in the Navajo story of Creation and 

the Bible’s version. The Air-Spirit People in Navajo are called the Nilchi dinee, and 

already lived in the First World, there are a total of seven worlds according to the Dine, 

and we are currently living in the fifth world. The Air-Spirit People are described as all 

different types of flying creatures like ants, dragonflies, beetles, bats, and locusts that 

are all immortal and could fly, hence the english translation “Air-Spirit People”, (Zolbrod 

36). Water is another natural element in the Navajo story described in a similar fashion 

to the Christian story of Creation. Genesis 1:6-7 says, “And God said, Let there be a 

firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. And 

God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from 

the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so,”(Moses 1). The Navajo story 

parallels by saying, “At Tobildahiskid where the streams came together water flowed in 

all directions… Along three of those streams there were dwelling places,”(Zolbrod 35).  
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The similarities between the two stories end with another connection to a flood. 

In the Navajo story, the Air-Spirit People cannot stop committing adultery with one 

another, forcing each direction, that are god-like powers, to ignore the People and finally 

send them out of the First World. There are obvious parallels here with the Great Flood 

of the Holy Bible, but there are also some underlying parallels with the story of Adam 

and Eve and their being kicked out of the Garden of Eden.  When Adam and Eve ate 

the forbidden fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil, God sent them out of the 

Garden of Eden. In both the Navajo and the Christian Creation story, it is after the 

people were exiled from the land they had lived on, that a flood came about to wipe out 

all of the living things. 

Finally, the Navajo Emergence story of the First Man and First Woman shares 

many similarities and differences to the Bible’s version of the Emergence of humans. 

First off, both stories say that humans were created out of materials from the Earth, as 

well as the Creator(s) breath. The Navajo story notes that the Creators used a buckskin, 

two ears of corn, and the feather of a white eagle. Then, “...the White Wind blew 

between the buckskins...And lo! The ears of corn had disappeared. In their place lay a 

man and there lay a woman,”(Zolbrod 50). Here, there can be noted several differences 

between the Navajo and Christian stories of how the first humans were created. The 

most striking difference is that in the Navajo version, the woman is made with the man, 

not for and after his company. They were made under the same buckskin at the same 

time. Thereafter, the First Man and First Woman also bore twins, but these twins were 

both hermaphrodites, instead of two boys.  
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Significance 

Some people would consider these stories of Creation and human Emergence 

myths rather than legends, but the label “myth” does not invalidate the impact of the 

stories on the cultures today that they belong to. There are several significant features 

of these stories that apply to today’s society both on and off of the reservations. The 

purpose for humans and the creation of the First Man and First Woman in each of these 

stories can signify and be translated over to the attitudes of the modern cultures the 

stories belong to. In both the Sioux and Navajo stories of creation, the purpose of 

humans was stated in a way that seemed that humans were not just meant to eat the 

plants of the Earth, but most importantly protect them, and every little pebble alongside 

them. This view of the value of the Earth and every being on it impacts the lifestyles of 

the people of both tribes. It is a very common belief in both tribes, that everything on the 

Earth has a spirit. This contrasts to the egocentric view the Holy Bible implies that 

humans deserve, as they yield the plants of the land, and eat the animals. Moreover, 

because of the Navajo creation story testament to female creation being alongside and 

not for male creation, it is possible that this impacted the matriarchal system of the Dine. 

The Sioux Nation today also has a matriarchal society, and perhaps this is because in 

the Sioux legend of female creation, the female was not made from the man, but from 

the sun. 

Despite all of the differences between the stories that make the cultures what 

they are, the most major similarity across all of the stories is the notion that we, right 

now, are the second chance that the God(s) gave us, as a result of the evil actions of 
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past ancestors that caused their destruction and humankind’s rebirth. We are the 

inhabitants of the fifth world to the Navajo, the ancestors of the eagle to the Sioux, and 

the ancestors of Noah to the Christians; perhaps this is a sign that we must carry on in 

grace. But without these stories of Creation given to us by our ancestors, we could have 

never received this vital lesson of life that we have to do better this time. That is why 

these stories are so important to remember, to forget them is to forget why we are here. 
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